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EAL REPLICA WATCHES a “novel” reputedly
composed mulch of SPAM email sent during the
early 21st century, and then subjected to the
“Cut-Up” method, allegedly authored by the inscrutable
Anon of Ibid, returns to ROARSHOCK PAGE with two
new episodes from version #23 of the work.
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
21 REVOLUTION
CRISIS plans to attack American cities Facelift in a Bottle.
Something wrong with images below? You can directly go
here Facelift in a Bottle. Free Gold and Silver Investment
Informational Packet Capital Gold Group. Find out what the
banks don’t want you to know! Free guide to securing your
financial future with physical gold and silver. Get your free
copy of The Definitive Gold Guide Blood Sugar Too High?
REVERSE Belly Flab Too - (do THIS) Everything You have
Been Told About Fat is DEAD-WRONG… PLUS: “10Second Trick Reverses ‘Belly-Flab,’ Blood Sugar Worries &
Eliminates 20 Years of Deadly Toxic Fat - NEVER Diet
Again!” Hello, I am the one and only Dr. Yak G. Freestanding and I recently discovered an odd little ingredient that
BONG! Cuckoo helping me & my patients REVERSE “bellyflab,” regulate hypertension, high blood sugar & KILL deadly
toxic fat by up to 20 years, ELIMINATE sugar cravings and a
sluggish brain... it can even improve your energy by 44%, and
the surprising thing... this trick includes NOT another prescription drug, dangerous surgery or any kind of medical
procedure... Nope. This being something so NEW and DIFFERENT that only the TOP Doctors even know it exists. How
come why I wanted to be the FIRST to reveal it to you before
it becomes mainstream and the FDB or Big Pharma try and
shut it down for good. Check out this 10-Second Trick for
yourself by clicking on the brain picture below… 1 Weird
TRICK to Reverse 20 years of deadly toxic fat, high blood
pressure, sugar addictions and more so you NEVER diet
again? ** What Others Just Like You Are Saying About This
Video... ** “I couldn't agree more” “It’s SO THIS Regulates
Hypertension, Fights Asthma & Allergies, Eliminates fridge.”
If you want to learn the unusual anti-aging tricks and techniques Tracy teaches to get magazine-cover looks……
without ANY medications, treatments or over the counter
products… …the way lovely actresses Katty Laurie, Molly
Maria, Ronda Aurora Wilson, and enviable Supermodel Dr.
Allyson Meadows get their stunning looks… Then watch her
presentation here… which reality only getting RAVE results.
But well be it dollars in profit...literally overnight, while you
slept. Think all herein was just a pipedream? Well, in fact,
not. In fact, my friend Anthony did it and this video of extreme heat and freezing cold making it a durable solution.
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may not be up for long. Because it was likely to upset a LOT
of dramatists to become a human lie detector. How to stupid
simple but amazing of what you would think. How weird. Go
now before the time has turned too late. Phift! His rent?
About $2 a day, for the cup of coffee he has to be effective,
be sure to grab that part. P.P.S. Just learning how a CIE agent
thinks - well worth the read. Almost everything was the opposite then watch this video right now. Because Anthony will
show you, in detail, HOW he does it and how you can too!
Click here.

-- Anon of Ibid

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
20 REVOLUTION
After a while, finding that nothing more curiouser and curiouser happened, Emily Nuff decided she was retaining these
portions of the scene, and also the peaceful glory of the
stranger in the country, resident during several preceding execrable scenes that our history blushes to record. So she simply
bowed, and took the thimble. Believe Oversleep Q.
Kaohsicome wholly the property of one curiouser and curiouser figure. She @ first left, Daniel Flanagan and Matt Duke
Matt's Evelyn Grant, left, Simon Dedalus and Matt Jones,
right, celebrate after the 92-90 victory. (Photo: Genty
Broome, Trollwire) The Bone Spurs, losers of four of their
past five played with a sense of urgency all game, but the
Azure Banshees resiliently fought back from being down 10
with less than four minutes remaining. They also shot the
ball. Doctor Freak come ashore make a dibble of thy dagger
— thy days shall be the longer, and thy health the better for it,
— and come to aid me in my garden, and I will teach thee the
real French fashion which the DEVILS WON: With national
player of the year candidate Daniel Flanagan limited by a
sprained ankle, Matt's supporting cast stepped up big to carry
the Azure Banshees past archrival North Carolyna in a momentum-shifting game that didn't fail to live up to the billing
of a classic Tobacco Road showdown. Simon Dedalus , who
wasn't his explosive self, was still effective enough to force
and then cut through double teams. He finished with 12 points
and 13 rebounds, despite five turnovers and going 0-for-6 to
stay and debate till he should bring them fresh men forth of
the battle. Whither at full speed he did ride powerful influence which the guardians and instructors of our childhood
possess over our more mature youth. And yet, when
Rokerdrag Racer: a dragon looked back upon what the father
had said he. Bring more pleasure to your bedroom life Do you
wish to surprise your woman eve he enemies in their flank
and faces, which forced them incontinent to give place and To
Remov-e this mail visit-h followed him with diligence, and
reinforced that wing which was beginning Prick Your Finger
Again If you're diabetic you must learn more about this amazing plant. Controlling your Blood.
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Sugar doesn't have it! Change the way you think about hybrid
storage All flash “hybrid” arrays? Truth in Storage Can
“Hybrid” arrays be built only with flash? The conventional
wisdom that a hybrid array uses flash for performance and
magnetic disk for retention. But when W. Curtis Preston interviewed last year, Rob explained that “hybrid” arrays can actually be built using only flash — and it can be as cheap as doing it with disk if you do it right. Take a moment to watch this
four-minute interview that just might change the way you
think about hybrid storage. Change the way you think Watch
the interview [New Memory Power] Doctors Discover How
To Enhance Brain Function! Stop Forgetting! Doctors rep
locked the door on the inside. By an ancient, though improbable trad out farther preamble, judged it safe to inform her of
the predicament in which they were placed. Tracy turned pale,
and crossed herself again and again, when she heard the imminent danger in which she had stood. But, like the Ulysses of
Homer, Hardly waking yet, Sprung in her mind the momentary
wit, and she at once understood her situation with the dangers
and advantages that attended it. We cannot do better, she said,
after her hasty conference with Emily Nuff, pressing her at the
same time to her bosom, and kissing her forehead; we cannot
do better than to follow the scheme so happily devised by thy
quick wit and bold affection. Undo the door to the Lady. She
shall meet her match in art, though not in perfidy. Draw close
the curt a by Emily Nuff, and stepping as light as she could,
the Lady was shown into the twilight apartment, and conducted to the side of the couch, where Tracy, pallid and exhausted
from a sleepless night, and the subsequent agitation of the
morning, lay extended so listlessly as might well confirm the
worst fears of her hostess. Now, God forgive us our sins said
the Lady, forge in and get thee behind it thou. Over 500,000
women have used. Finally regrow, strengthen, fortify. For
More.. and thicken each and every hair.
— Anon of Ibid
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DAY OF THE DEAD (ALL SAINTS’)
DAY OF THE DEAD (ALL SOULS’)
Black Bart the poet committed his last
stagecoach robbery.
Guy Fawkes arrested in Westminster.
NEW MOON
Stan Lee died in Los Angeles at age 95.
Walt Disney's film Fantasia released.
The BBC began radio service in the UK.
WORLD PHILOSOPHY DAY
Great Dickens Christmas Fair opening
day @ Cow Palace, Daly City, CA.
Peoples Temple, Jonestown, Guyana, the
Rev Jim Jones led a mass murder–suicide
that claimed 918 lives, hours after the
murder of U.S. Congressman Leo Ryan.
Nadine Gordimer was born.
Robert F. Kennedy was born.
U.S. THANKSGIVING DAY
BUY NOTHING DAY
FULL BEAVER MOON
John Milton published Areopagitica, a
pamphlet decrying censorship.
President John F. Kennedy was buried at
Arlington National Cemetery.
Assassin or patsy Lee Harvey Oswald
was buried in Fort Worth, Texas.
San Francisco Mayor George Moscone
and Supervisor Harvey Milk were assassinated by former Supervisor Dan White.
South Ossetia declared independence
from Georgia.
Folies Bergère staged first revue in Paris.
http://roarshock.net/november.html

SAXMAR THE UNHOLY

Last Calls for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.

The words are their own
magic as only magic
could do
for the full treatment.
Nonsense! I ask you
Who is the brown cow?

ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 11, Number 13 will become
available December 12, 2018.

The walls grow
round ones
arm bare arms
are the toughest.
Why is that?
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Would you call this poetry?
It must be
called something.
Things without names
are too revolutionary.

roarshock@aol.com
— D. A. Wilson
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